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broken on the wheel, but in the eight years before 1783 only
five had been executed in this way in Amsterdam, and from
then to January 1787 only one.
The Dutch prisons were clean, the Prussian prisons not so
clean, though otherwise well ordered, except at Konigsberg,
where even visitors soon found themselves covered with vermin.
At Mittau, in Courland (annexed to Russia by Catherine II);
Howard found in 1789 a reasonably well-managed prison. But in
Riga the prison was dirty and offensive; here men and women
were not, as a rule, kept separate.  The house of correction
was clean; the inmates had a cheerful and healthy look. Grind-
ing corn and spinning were the chief kinds of work. The bread
was good, and every prisoner had a warm bath once a fortnight.
Prisoners condemned to imprisonment for long sentences or
for life were kept about ten miles from the town in wooden
houses, surrounded by a high wall The rooms were clean;
each man had a separate bed; but their food and clothing were
not good. Those condemned to life sentences had a piece cut
out of each nostril and a mark on the cheeks.  They were
always kept in irons, except when sick. There was no execution
for crime, even for murder, in Russia; but in addition to
imprisonment for life condemned men received up to 250
strokes of the knout, not continuously, for twenty to twenty-
five strokes could kill a man. The Cronstadt old prison was
very dirty; the prisoners (ninety-one in number) had no beds,
and seemed sadly neglected. The Tver prison was dirty, and
had not been whitewashed since Howard visited it eight
years earlier, in 1781. The prisoners had as much bread as
they chose, and for the rest lived on the proceeds of a box
placed outside the prison for charitable contributions.
At Moscow a new prison (the Ostrog) had been built of brick
since Howard's first visit in 1781. Men and women were
separated. The rooms had stoves and barrack beds, but no bed-
ding. The prison infirmary was very bad; men and women in
the same room, little bedding, scant attention. The Russian
public was good-natured and charitable, so that everywhere
cbarity supplied all the necessaries of life that were required.

